I. INTRODUCTION
A large class of problems in linear transport phenomena can be formulated as boundary value problems and solved by the eigenfunction technique (I+). Typically, the governing equation possesses translational invariance and can be reduced to the form: (1.1) where -/I 4 p _I 0, and fi(p) .fi(~) is a real even function of M. We first show in this paper that with suitable restrictions on fi( F) +f&), Eq. ( 1.1) always generates a complete set of solutions. Using these solutions, some typical halfspace problems are considered and it is shown that some identities established for the solution of the associated homogeneous Hilbert problem allow the quantities of physical interest to be expressed in a simple form. To illustrate the usefulness of these identities the problem of a plasma confined to a half-space by a diiuse reflecting wall is then solved.
II. SOLUTIONS OF EQ. (1.1)
The translational symmetry of Eq. ( 1.1) suggests looking for solutions of the form:
!b"(2, P) = e-"'Wd. Eq. (2.2) can be solved by the standard procedure (2) . The usual discrete eigenvalues are then given by the zeros of A(v), where
We will always assume that fi(p) .fi(k) belongs to the class H* (7) on ( -0, /3), for @ finite; and for p infinite that fi ( P) .fi( P) belongs to the class H and satisfies :
Lim fi(~) ..MP) 5 C I P (--(2+o1), a > 0. (2.5) lP1-m Then, A(v) is a real even function of v, sectionally holomorphic with boundary ( -p, p), and asymptotically, (2.6) Clearly if V& is a root of A(v) = 0, so is -vi and &vi". Defining v-i = --vi, it will be assumed (only for convenience) that the vi can be labeled so that Re vi > 0, i > 0, and if vi*,, # vi, then 1 Re vi ( < 1 Re vi+l /.
For v not on the interval ( -/3, /3) A( v) will in general have 2N' zeros, where N' includes the order of the zero. That is: With these properties of A( Y) we can now construct the solutions of Eq. (1.1 j.
We will separate them into two classes.
CLASS I-DISCRETE EIGENVALUES
Corresponding to the 2n' eigenvalues outside of the interval [-p, p], one finds the 2% solutions: +jpyx, p) = e-"'"" Vi.fl(P) ) f i = 1, 2, * . * n' (2.9) vi -P where A( vi) = 0 for (vi) finite. As the ith zero is mi degenerate, the 2n' eigenfunctions given by (2.9) are supplemented by: j = 2,3, ---mi *i = 1, 2, * . f .?Z1 (2.10)
The 2N' solutions given by (2.9) and (2.10) are linearly independent and by Eq. (2.4) clearly satisfy Eq. (1.1). For x = 0, these eigenfunctions will be denoted by +(?'( IL).
If & fi( p$( g) dp = 1 then A( v) has a double zero at infinity (assuming J?$ ~L2fi(p)f~(~) dw # 0). In this case Eq. (1.1) has the 2(N' -1) solutions given by (2.9) and (2.10), and the two linearly independent solutions: for some k to be specijed later.
Both of the restrictions implied by (3.1) and (3.2) can be relaxed within the framework of distribution theory (8); however, for convenience and simplicity this will not be done here.
To prove the theorem, we have to show that the singular integral equation 13(p) = arg A+(p). nFor the entire-space and half-space problems one can easily obtain tl and tz from Eq. (2.8). They are listed in Table I. TABLE  I   CLASSIFICATION  OF THE 
If N' > 0, then for the half-space and entire-space problem X(z) belongs to the Class (3). Solving Eq. (3.8) for this class, we find:
which is a solution to (3.4) only if the additional kz conditions are satisfied:
To satisfy (3.14), kz discrete eigenfunctions are included in the sum contained in #'(p). As lcz 6 2N', there are always enough eigenfunctions to do this. Even so, it still must be shown that Eq. (3.14) does not impose any restrictions on $(P) other than those stated in the theorem. Using the representation of X(x) derived in Appendix A, it will be shown that (3.14) is consistent with the theorem. Before proceeding it should be remarked that for X(z) belonging to either Class (1) or (2) , an N(x) can be found which satisfies (3.4) without restrictions such as (3.14). In these cases no discrete eigenfunctions are needed and A( V) is easily found to satisfy the assumed conditions. Therefore, in the following, only X's belonging to Class (3) will be considered. Equation (3.14) is explicitly:
'. /c2 -1, and the sum is over lcz aij's. In order to express this equation in its simplest form, consider the integral: which is Using the representation of X(x) given by (3.10) and (3.11), B is found to be:
(3.22) Yl It is now clear that the integrals II'~~?' are never zero for all i and j. Therefore condition (3.14) can indeed be satisfied without further restrictions on $4, IL). In Section IV it will be shown that the aij's are also unicmely determined.
For the entire-space problem we can construct X(z) by inspection. The solution is given, up to a constant, by:
(3.23)
It has been specified that y1 and 72 be finite in the above procedure. It is clear that if p = 00 the proof is still true with suitable restrictions on $(p). For y1= -m,yz= + co, the solution for X(z) is given by Eq. (3.23). If only one end point is finite, say y1 , the end point condition for X(x) is applied only to the finite end, y1 . X(z) is then given by:
X(x) = (2 -y1)W").
(3.24) (3.25) where In G(p) is that branch which vanishes at infinity. It is clear that N(z) will exist with the correct properties, if in (3.2) we choose k 4 2 + k, (k, given by Class (2)), or k > 2, if X(z) belongs to Class (1) or (2).
It is now easy to show that A(V), given by VA(V) = N+(P) -N-(V), does satisfy the assumed conditions. Therefore, the completeness theorem has been proven.
IV. APPLICATIONS TO HALF-SPACE PROBLEMS
In this section the theorem of Section III will be used to obtain solutions to Eq. ( 1.1) for 0 5 z 5 03. For simplicity it is assumed that N' = 12' > 0; that J;(p) fOforO<cl6@,exceptpossiblyatp= wifP= co;andthatvi# w. We first consider the albedo problem, where we want to find a solution of ( 1 .I) for 0 5 x 5 00 subject to the boundary conditions: and $40, P) = VP -PO) 0 5 P S P, 0 < p. < p (&la) Lim $(2, P) = 0.
(4.lb) X++W Using the theorem of Section III, we can write:
The sum is over N' discrete eigenfunctions and (4.lb) implies that the sum is over i = 1, 2, * . * N'. Condition (4.la) gives: AAMODT 
AND CASE
The ai's can be determined by the N' conditions of (3.14). The equations are explicitly :
It is easy to show that det II':? = ( -jN' fivJC~~l~,$~ (~1 -vj>, (4.5) which is clearly nonzero. Using Cramer's rule, the ai's are found to be:
It should be mentioned that if vi is mi degenerate, (N' # n') . Equation (4.4) becomes:
here bj = aij , j = 1, 2, . . . ml = a?,i-ml , j = ml + 1 . . ' m2 + ml, etc., which is never zero and therefore the aij's can be uniquely determined in this case also. In applications we normally want to know the discrete eigenfunction coefficients, because they usually give the asymptotic form of +(x, P), and the emerging "angular" distribution: #(O, p), p < 0. The emerging "angular" distribution for the albedo problem is: $40, IL; PO) = gl dp'bh + le A(vMcL) dv, /.L < 0. Using the completeness theorem we can expand $(r, P) subject to (4.13a) as:
and then (413b) becomes:
(4.15)
In order to compute the ai's and the emerging "angular" distribution we need only integrate the albedo solutions times -&Vi (PO) over PO . This can again be done using (A.3), and we find:
and the emerging "angular" distribution is: In Section IV we showed that the representation (A.3) for X(z) allowed the usual cumbersome integrals involved in a half-space problem to be reduced to a form which involved only X(Z) and other, in principle, known functions. In this section we will derive two more identities for X(x), both of which may serve as a means to numerically determine X(x), or as will be shown by way of an example in Section VI, permit some quantities of interest to be trivially determined.
Defining C = J!$J~(P)~z(P) do, and for convenience assuming C # 1, we want to prove:
To prove this, consider the function
It is clear that R(x) is analytic in the plane cut from -p to p. Across the cut and also Lim R(z) = 1. Z-SW Therefore, R(z) = 1, and the identity (5.1) is proved. From Eq. (5.1) we see immediately :
The phase of X (0) is uniquely determined by the fact that Lim,,-, X(z) = ( -)N' / x ( -N' (x real), and that X(z) is a nonzero, real function of z. Therefore
A particularly simple result of this is that [l -C]n?il v? must be real and nonnegative. Of course, if C = 1, an identity similar to (5.1) can be derived. The identity (5.1) may be useful for calculating X(z), for large z. Expanding both sides of Eq. (5.1) in powers of z-l, and equating coefficients, one finds a set of coupled algebraic equations for the coefficients of X-~ in X(x). In particular cases a truncated solution may rapidly converge and the coefficients of the low inverse powers of z be easily obtainable.
To obtain the second useful identity for X(Z) we use the representation of X(z) given by (A.3) and the identity (5.1). We find:
(5.5) i=l From (5.5) we first notice that if we know X(p) for -p 6 p 5 0, we can readily determine X(z) everywhere. Such being the case, by letting x = p, -/3 5 p s 0 in (5.5) we obtain a nonlinear integral equation for X(p), -p i P 5 0, for which an iterative solution may rapidly converge. More important is the property that (5.5) allows us to express integrals over X(p)-' (which always appear in the emerging "angular" distribution), in terms of X(z), and it is this property that we will exploit in the next section.
VI. AN APPLICATION
To illustrate the usefulness of the identities derived in the preceding section we will consider the model of a one-dimensional plasma with a uniform background of ions confined to the half-space, z > 0, by a diffuse reflecting wall. In the usual linear Vlasov approximation the governing equations are: and aE(x, t) a.i:
n is total number of electrons, f is the deviation of the electron distribution function from the equilibrium distribution lzfo , and f. is normalized to one. For convenience .fO will be chosen Maxwellian, i.e.; As the time dependent problem will not be considered here, we will assume the simplest case, when 0' > c+,'. The continuum solutions of (6.5) corresponding to the branch cut of A( V) are: To find C and Eo explicitly we have to find the electron current emerging from the plasma at 5 = 0 by using the above solutions to (6.15). To do this we need the identities for the X(x) given by (6.19) . Noting that now, Lim,,, X(z) = 1, we obtain as before: ( > (6.30) so the only quantity left to be determined is the integral in the denomination of (6.30). If we consider two extremes; the wall re-emitting electrons at the temperature of the unperturbed plasma; and the wall at zero temperature, this integral can be easily done.
For the wall at the temperature of the unperturbed plasma, the emitting distribution function which conserves electron current is simply: We have thus seen that the identity relations for X(z) have allowed us to express several quantities of interest in terms of rather simple functions. Of course, more detailed information about the system will in general be more complicated, but even then these identities will help simplify the formulas.
VII. CONCLUSION
While we have considered only equations of the form ( 1.1) and the slightly different equations of the plasma problem it is clear that for any equation or system of equations which have a spectrum similar to Eq. (1.1) and for which a completeness theorem of the form of Section III is valid there are similar identities for the solution of the associated homogeneous Hilbert problem for the half-space. The judicious use of these identities will always simplify the formulas of interest. 
